Copper Oxide Anti-Viral FaceMask Revolutionizes the
Protective Medical Market
Anti-viral, Multi-use,
IIR Face Mask

Leveraging Coppers Powerful
Antiviral Properties Protects &
Eliminates Viruse
A revolutionary multi-use Viral Deactivator, IIR Mask,
developed in Israel, is the world's first regulated
Face Mask that is impregnated with copper oxide
micro-particles.

Patented Technology provides a unique prevention
and Virus elimination using Copper Oxide Layers.
The copper-based dressings follow the successful
commercialization of copper compounds
impregnation into various fabrics and polymers
following 15 years of research and are protected by
over 30 registered patents.

Key Features & Benefits
99.9% filtration efficiency
High splash protection
Copper Oxide

for viruses and bacteria

- Type IIR Certified

micro-particles are applied on mask layers, achieving Dual-Side action, and higher

disinfection factor

Multi-use:

As proven in multiple researches, Virus & Bacteria are destroyed in the multi-layer

mask. Mask deactivates viruses trapped in the mask, allowing for safe re-use of the mask with no
sterilization required.

Going Green:

Sustainable product , designed to minimize its environmental impacts during its

whole life-cycle and reducing waste.

Non-sensitizing, non-irritating
Usage Time:

No time limit
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The Technology behind the
Anti-Viral Mask
A copper oxide fabric (Copper Oxide impregnated in Polypropylene non-woven spun-bound) was successfully
developed by Israeli scientists for medical wound dressing, and was proven to be safe and effective against
virus and bacteria. This scientific achievement, backed by over 30 registered patents, was approved by the
FDA in 2018. Leveraging this achievement, a special technology (patented and licensed) of applying copper
oxide into non-woven medical face-mask was invented and successfully applied.

The mask itself is made out of three layers. The outer layer prevents droplets from entering and hold
microscopic copper oxide polymers. The middle layer traps small particles that may pass through the outer
layer. It also prevents the flow of particles outwards.

The inner layer is close to the nose and mouth and was designed to to absorb moisture, while holding copper
oxide polymers to insure no virus/bacteria can survive. A tiny amount of copper particles are blended into the
mask hence the brownish colour. In addition to the antiviral features of the mask, it provides all the required
protection as per the EU regulations for IIR face-mask (EN14683:2019),

The copper anti-viral properties do not decline over time. So as long as the mask is physically intact, it
provides antiviral protection without a need for sterilization.

The copper mask was tested and cleared for marketing in the EU - April 2020 and passed a rigorous testing
process by the German lab TUV SUD.

Anti-Viral Copper Multi Layer
Protection
Layer A:
Copper micro-particles based external nonwoven non-binding fabric, intercepts the
Viruses/Bacteria

Layer B:
Internal non-woven fabric keeps the
Virus/Bacteria trapped in the layer, and
destroys it by alteration of key viral proteins
and inhibition of their biological assembly
and activity.

Layer C:
Copper micro-particles based external nonwoven non-binding fabric provides
Virus/Bacteria free clean air flow
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Anti-Viral Copper Multi Layer
Protection
*Copper Oxide
impregnated in
Polypropylene
nonwoven
spunbound
materials for face
mask protected
by patents and
licenses (medcu)

Why Copper-In Face Mask?
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Product description
Colour

Salmon Pink (copper Colour)

Shape

Flat Pleated

String Type

Ear Loops | White round elastic ear loop
(Terylene/Spandex),3mm

Manufacturing and Safety Standards
Reusable

Yes, Multi-use

Sterilization

Does not require sterilization

Standards

CE EN 14683:2019 + AC:2019 (E) | ISO 15223-1:2016 | EN
1041:2008 | EN ISO 14971:2012 | EN 62366-1:2015 + AC:2015 |
ISO 10993-1:2018 | ISO 10993-5:2009 | ISO 10993-10:2010 |
Marked for use by health care

Type

Type IIR (Splash resistant at 16.0 kPa or 120 mmHg)

Material

Copper oxide impregnated PP spunbound nonwoven | Meltblown nonwoven | White plastic nose bar, 3mm*0.5mm

Dimensions|Weight

175mm*95mm | 3.1gr

HS code for export

63079000

Storage

Keep out of direct sunlight; store in a cool dry place. Keep

Instructions

away from sources of ozone or ignition
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Address:
3A De La Rey Road, Edenburg, Rivonia,
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Tel.:
011 234 2532

Email:
sales@harambetech.co.za
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